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· to contribute to the economic and technical well-being of the nation through innovative educational, informational, and
technical services.
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND pH ON THE determines the size. Dorris and Sayegh [3] proposed an
FRACTURE OF TONER DUE TO PAPER SWELLING apparent layer thickness to quantify the cohesiveness of a print

Lorraine Vander Wielen Joel C. Panek layer. They showed that the particle size resulting from
Graduate Student Graduate Student repulping increases with increasing apparent layer thickness.

To further study the factors that determine the size of toner
Peter H. Pfromm particles in repulping, we chose to investigate the initial step
AssistantProfessor of immersionof toner-printedpaper into water. Specifically,

we examined the breakup of a continuous character of toner

Institute of Paper Science and Technology into smaller fragments that occurs upon immersion.

Atlanta, GA 30318 One of the mechanisms occurring when toner-printed paper is
immersed in water is the swelling of the paper due to water

ABSTRACT sorption. The paper readily swells; however, the toner
remains virtually unchanged by water. Because the toner is

Improvements in the deinking of toner-printed paper have fused to the paper surface, it resists swelling of the paper,
been hampered by a lack of understanding of the mechanisms which leads to mechanical stress in the toner. The toner may
occurring during recycling processes. These mechanisms are

respond to the stress by detaching from the paper, cohesively
difficult to study largely due to the complexity of the system, fracturing, or it may remain attached (Figure 1). The
To analyze the initial step of repulping, this work studied the response is determined by the cohesive strength of the toner
fracture of the toner layer resulting from paper swelling only. and the adhesive strength of the toner to the paper. When the

Observations of toner-printed paper upon immersion in water cohesive strength of the toner is exceeded, the toner will
showed that significant fracture of toner can occur due to fracture into smaller pieces.

paper swelling. Below the glass transition temperature of the Thus, the toner particle size is determined by the _stress in the
toner, fracture was evident. Above this temperature, fracture toner layer and strength of the toner. The stress in the toner is
was virtually nonexistent. This is due to the change of the determined by the degree of swelling of the paper, the
toner from a brittle to a robbery material. The pH did not stiffness of the materials, and the geometry (described below).
affectthefracture. The strength of the toner is determinedby its material

properties and its physical structure. Therefore, it is important
INTRODUCTION to know whether the stiffness and the strength of the toner

Effective deinking of photocopiesandlaser-printedpaperhas change significantly with process conditions, such as
proven elusive, largely due to the characteristics of the temperature andpH.
polymer-based toner, which produces the image. Toner can The temperature can have a significant effect on the properties
be considered as a thermoplastic fused onto the surface of of the toner. Toner consists of a polymer binder (55-90%)
paper, and acts as a brittle, hydrophobic solid under ambient and pigment (5-40%), in addition to other additives. Below
conditions. The goal of deinking wastepaper is to separate the the glass transition temperature (Ts) of the polymeric binder,
toner from the paper fibers so that the fibers can be reused, the toner behaves as a brittle solid. It shows a high resistance

The first step in deinking of wastepaper typically consists of to stress, but fractures at relatively low strains. When the Tg isexceeded, the toner behaves as a robbery material. It shows
disintegrating the paper by immersing the furnish in water and little resistance to stress, but stretches significantly before
applying mechanical forces. This produces a fiber slurry from fracturing.
which the toner can be more easily removed in subsequent
separation processes. In this slurry, toner is primarily found The objective of this work is to determine the effect of
as plate-like particles, which are more or less detached from temperature and pH on the fracture of toner. This will lead to
the fibers [1, 2]. The ability to remove these toner particles a better understanding of the factors controlling the size and
from the fibers has been shown to be affected by their size and shape of toner particles in a deinking process.

shape, as well as the retention of fibers to the particles [3-6]. LAMINATE MODEL
These characteristics vary significantly enough to affect
deinkingefficiency. The stress in the toner may be quantified by modeling toner

on paper as a two-layer composite. The stresses in the
The size of the toner particles resulting from repulping has
been shown to be affected by the composition of the toner, the composite due to hygroexpansion of the paper are as follows:

printingprocessused, and the deinkingconditions[3-8]. It ( )has been suggested that these factors affect the cohesiveness {x_:= E x_80 -KZ_ (1)
of the printed layer, and that it is the cohesiveness that



) may akeady be present prior to immersion, rather than createdc_p = El, _0-_cz-c a_ (2) from paper swelling. The cracks may have formed in the

Where C_Tis the average stress [MPa] in the toner; % is the photocopier or from handling of the paper. Swelling of the
average stress in the paper; ETand Evare the moduli [MPa] of paper may simply increase the size of the cracks and allow the
the toner and paper, respectively; eo is the midplane strain; K is cracks to be seen more easily.

the curvature [mm4]; z is the distance [mm] from the Cracks in the toner were not apparent under 40X
midplane; and gHis the hygroexpansive strain (swelling) of the magnification prior to immersion in water, but became visible
paper. A balance on the forces in the system gives the after being submerged in 23.5°C water. These cracks were no
followingequation: longerdetectablewhenthe samplewas dried. Theseresults

indicate that the cracks are visible only when the paper is in

8H (3) the swollen state.

_X=[ 1hi____ _i]EP he + On the other hand, samples that were initially immersed in70°C water showed very few cracks relative to the samples
that were initially immersed in 23.5°C water. If the cracks

Where hx is the thickness of the toner layer, and hp is the were already present, these samples at 70°C should show a
thickness of the paper. This shows that the stress in the toner similar number of cracks. Thus, it is likely that pre-existing
can be predicted from the thickness of the layers, the moduli cracks were not significant in the samples, and that the
of the materials, and the degree of hygroexpansion of the fracturing was due to swelling of the paper.
paper.

The number of cracks formed from submerging toner-printed
EXPERIMENTAL paperinwaterof varioustemperaturesand fourpH levelsare

The toner used for this work consisted of a styrene acrylate shown in Figure 3. The dramatic step change in this curve
polymer, carbon black pigment, zinc stearate, and amorphous clearly shows the significant effect that the temperature has on
silica. A pattern of lines was photocopied onto standard copy the fracture, specifically, whether the temperature is above or
paper. Each line was approximately 20 mm long by 0.28 mm below the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the toner. The
wide and estimated to be 10 to 20 microns thick. The use of a Tg of the toner studied here is 56+/-2°C. At temperatures
line simplifies the detection and quantification of fracture, below the Tg, many fractures were observed. Above the Tg,
Fracture is def'med here as a crack detected across the width of little to no fracturing was observed.

the line as seen in Figure 2. The lines were photocopied onto The change in fracture behavior can be explained by the
twenty-pound alkaline copy paper that had been stored at 50% change in the properties of the toner. Below the Tg of the
relative humidity. For uniformity of the results, the data toner, the stress that develops due to swelling of the paper is
reported here were collected using lines printed along the significant enough to fracture the toner. Above the Tg, the
crossdirectionof paperonly. robbery materialstretcheswith the swellingpaper,rather than

The fracture of the toner was observed using a light fracturing.

microscope at 40X magnification. The samples were The experiment was repeated using water at pH 3, 7, and 12.
immersed in water for 5 minutes, removed, and immediately The results showed that the pH had no significant effect on the
placed under the microscope to obtain an image. Upon incidence of toner fracture upon immersion in water. This
submersion in water, cracks in the line formed, as seen in indicates that the pH has no significant effect on paper
Figure2. swellingorthestrengthofthetonerinthissystem.

The distance between cracks was measured using image The orientation of the print relative to the paper affected the
analysis software. The average number of cracks per observed fracture pattern. For lines that were printed along
millimeter was calculated from these measurements, the cross direction of the paper, the cracks that formed were

The toner-printed paper was submerged in water at various mainly machine directional. This can be seen in Figure 2,
temperatures and four different pH levels. The temperature where the cracks that formed were perpendicular to the
was controlled (+/- l°C) using water baths. The pH was direction of the lines. On the other hand, lines printed along
adjusted using sodium hydroxide (0.16% VWR) and the machine direction showed longer fractures along the
hydrochloric acid (6N Baker analyzed), machine direction, and little cross-directional fracture. This is

shown in Figure 4, in which the cracks that formed were
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION primarilyalongthe directionof the line.

Cracks in the toner layer are detected when the sample is Because the cracks formed primarily along the machine
immersed in water. However, it is possible that these cracks direction, the fracture of the lines appears to be the result of



greater cross-directional swelling of the paper. Machine- 5. Vidotti, R.M.; Johnson, D.A.; Thompson, E.V.
formed paper swells from 1.2 to 3.0 more times in the cross "Repulping and Flotation Studies of Photocopied and
direction than in the machine direction due to fiber orientation Laser-Printed Office Paper. Part II. Flotation" Progress
and dried in stresses and strains [9]. in Paper Recycling 3(3):39 (May 1994).

The average crack length created by fracturing below the Ts 6. Pan, R.; Johnson, D.A.; Thompson, E.V. "Fiber/Toner
was 255 _tm with a standard deviation of 106 gm. This Detachment Studies: Repulping and Flotation of Laser
compares with reported toner particle sizes of 40 to 400 gm Printed Paper. Part II." Proc. 1995 TAPPI Recycling
resulting from repulping [10]. There are also a number of Syrup.pp. 37-45.
smaller particles on the order of the toner particle size due to 7. Vidotti, R.M.; Johnson, D.A.; Thompson, E.V.
scattering of toner during the photocopy process. Toner "Repulping and Flotation Studies of Photocopied and
particles from paper repulped at a higher temperature are Laser-Printed Office Waste Paper. Part I: Repulping and
expected to be larger, due to decreased fracture. Borchardt Image Analysis" Progress in Paper Recycling 2(4):30
and Lott showed that the size of toner particles increased by (Aug. 1993).
48% with a pulping temperature above the Tg of the toner [8].

CONCLUSIONS 8. Borchardt, J.K.; Lott, V.G. "Deinking Toner Ink
Containing Furnishes. Part 3. Are Microscopic Ink

These results show that paper swelling alone causes Particles Formed on Pulping?" Proc. 1995 TAPPI
significant fracture of toner below the glass transition Recycling Symp. pp. 17-36.
temperature of the toner. The cracks that form are oriented 9. Stamm, A. Wood and Cellulose Science. The Ronald
primarily along the machine direction of the paper due to Press Co. 1965. pp. 238-247. '
greater hygroexpansion of the paper in the cross direction.

10. Scott, W.E.; Gerber, P. Tappi Journal "Using Ultrasound
Below the glass transition temperature, solid toner is brittle to Deink Xerographic Waste" 78(12):125 (1995).
and cohesively fractures due to an increase in stress in the

non-swelling toner. However, above the Ts of the toner, the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

toner becomes robbery and very little fracture occurs. The pH The authors would like to thank the Institute of Paper Science
did not have a significant effect on the fracture of toner in this and Technology and its Member Companies for their support.
system, indicating that the pH did not affect the strength of the Portions of this work were used by L.V.W. and J.C.P. as

toner or the paper swelling, partial fulfillment of the requirements for the M.S. degree and
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